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Archival notes:

The inventory of Loren Corey Eiseley Papers was originally prepared by Caroline E. Werkley, Eiseley’s long-time Secretary. As the original inventory was not finalized in certain sections and the inventory itself is long and involving, some technical adjustment was made in its format when the inventory was converted into digital form in 2001. Also, for the convenience of the users, the long inventory has been divided into the following sections:

Biographical sketches of Loren Corey Eiseley

Brief summary of the Inventory

Inventory--Manuscript, Correspondence, Memorabilia

Inventory--Books

Inventory--Reprints

“Report of Loren Eiseley Collection” by Caroline E. Werkley

Werkley’s report provides not only information about the provenance of the collection, but also rich biographical and bibliographical information about the author. We have therefore attached it here for researchers’ reference.

As Eiseley willed, the copyright of all his published works has been transferred to the University of Pennsylvania and become the University’s property.